USVHS Appreciates Community
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Right: Students from the Mission
Christian and Swan Valley schools
getting ready to sing to the audience
gathered in the museum around the
piano played by Sharon MacQuarrie.
The students and the audience sang
old time classics such as “I’ve Been
Working on the Railroad” and “Skip to
My Lou”. MacQuarrie sang these songs
as a student at the Smith Flats school.
This was apart of the Upper Swan
Valley Historical Society (USVHS)
Community Appreciation Day Aug. 3.
Pictured (L-R): Aspen Conley, Jalen
Kauffman, Aubrey Matthew, Jayla
Kauffman, Kinley Moore, and Linnea
Hodgkiss.

Swan Valley resident Susan Novosel explaining her craft
of hooking rugs. She learned the art from books she
borrowed from the Swan Valley Library. She pulls yarn
or pieces of wool with a hook through burlap using a
pattern to create a design.

Attendees enjoyed a free lunch from Seeley
Lake’s Josh’s Dogs provided by the sponsors of
the USVHS event.
Below: Mary Lou Wilhelm (left) with Swan
Valley resident Pam Forder in the historic
Swan River Tavern located on the museum
grounds. The tavern was moved to its present
site and renovated this year. Wilhelm’s father
Louis (Louie) Krause built and operated the
tavern from 1948 until 1954 when it was moved
into a frame building that is still in operation
today and named Liquid Louie’s in honor of
the first owner.

Dixie (Clothier) Meyer on right churns cream into butter while her sister
Leita (Clothier) Anderson shows the finished product. Making butter is
a skill they learned as children in their home on Salmon Prairie.
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Swan Valley resident Charlie Grant
demonstrated a froe, which hangs on the
wall in the museum. He used it to make
shingles from a cedar block.

Katie Wright learned how to tat when she moved to the Swan Valley.
Shown is her jewelry she has created by tatting.

